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ABSTRACT - At present computer security is increasingly important as global access to information
and resources becomes an integral part of many aspects of our lives. Reliable methods for user
verification are needed to protect both privacy and important data. Password verification has been used
for a long time. Due to its simplicity and affordability, this technique had been very successful. However,
processing power of computers has increased dramatically which has made the use of password
verification insufficient. Enhancement of security in password verification can simply be conducted by
increasing password length, changing passwords more often, and/or using meaningless strings as
passwords. Nonetheless these methods may not work efficiently because of human memory limitation.
Keystroke verification, a biometric method, is based on user typing parameters which can be defined as
key hold time and interkey time. These two parameters are collected while users type in their passwords.
Novel statistical methods are proposed here to determine whether the keystroke data actually belong to
the user.
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1.

Introduction

At present, computer security is increasingly important as
electronic crimes become more destructive. Methods for
user verification are needed to protect both privacy and
important data.
Password verification has been used for a long time and has
been a successful method because of its simplicity and
affordability. However, processing power of computers has
been dramatically increasing so password verification is
insufficient. For instance, there are several kinds of
password dictionaries; the famous worm in 1989 was
widely spread across networks by using random passwords
[6].
Enhancement of security in password verification is being
conducted by increasing password length, changing
passwords more often, and using meaningless strings as
passwords. In everyday life, we use passwords for
accessing different media and it is difficult to remember all
different meaningless passwords for different accounts.
Because of biometrics [1], a group of methods using human
characteristics as criteria for user verification, there is no
need to remember anything and hardly anything to forge.
However, it usually requires additional hardware which can
cost a lot and is still under development.

In previous research [8] implied that statistical method
yielded superior results than neural work which have been
known as the best method. Thus, there are rooms for the
improvement of statistical method.
Two types of keystroke data can be described as
following.
 Key hold time: an exact time that a user hold a key
= time stamp when a key is released time stamp when a key is pressed
 Interkey time: an exact time between pressing and/or
releasing of two sucessive keys
There are two
techniques to obtaine interkey time. Conventional
method yields interkey time that can be positive or
negative, while adapted method yields only non-negative
interkey time.
= time stamp when next key is pressed –
time stamp when current key is released (conventional)
= time stamp when next key is pressed –
time stamp when current key is pressed (adapted)
# interkey times = # keys has been pressed -1
# key hold times = # keys has been pressed.

Keystroke verification, a biometric method, does not
require any additional hardware, so it costs the least
compared with other methods. It can also instantly install to
the system so it is one of the most interesting methods for
research and development. It may lead to useful application
in the near future [2].
Although keystroke verification has been researched for a
long time, it still has adaptable shortcomings. It has many
approaches but still is not widely used.
There are several techniques [6-8] for keystroke
verification e.g. statistical methods, neural network, and
fuzzy logic. Each technique has its advantages and
disadvantages. In this research, the statistical methods were
studied because of the following advantages. Increasing the
number of users does not significantly affect speed and
complexity of the system. The statistical method is the
simplest method yet it yields efficiency.
The performance of neural network technique seems to be
superior to the other techniques [4], while neural network
have a fundamental limitation in training requirement [9].
Obaidat and Sadoun [5] reported a 0% error rate in user
verification using neural network approach, which is the
best result in this time, using 7-character-long login name.
However, the assumption in this research is impractical
[10]. First, imposter patterns were used in training, while in
the real situation these patters are not available. Second, a
huge training data set of 6,300 per user was used. Third, the
training and test pattern were not chronologically separated.

Positive interkey time
Negative interkey time

Figure 1. Keystroke measurement [4]
Keystroke measurement was shown in figure 1. This
measurement technique [4] was adapted from the former
one. It can give positive interkey time although next button
was pressed before previous button was released.
Keystroke data obtained from this measurement are key
hold time (Ti) and interkey time (Li) with a total of 2n-1
elements. (Where n is number of pressed keys.) Keystroke
data will be served as input for all techniques [4-5].

2.

Study I

Using preliminary empirical data, two elementary statistical
approaches were proposed and were tested using seventeen
subjects. Subjects were asked to use computer program
written for collecting their keystroke data. The program
consists of four parts - register, training, FRR test, and FAR

test. Verification techniques are newly proposed in this
part as following.

that test data. Otherwise, test data is rejected as shown in
figure 3.

 Pressed-Released Key sequence is the time order

Reference patterns for these statistical approaches consisted
of 30 attempts data. Both key hold times and interkey
times were used. For PMAS method, data in first and fourth
quartiles were excluded as outliners to ensure the
robustness as a conventional research practice.

sequence of keys that are pressed or released. For
example, password “Abc” has various pressed-released
key sequence. “[Shift] [A] (A) (Shift) [B] (B) [C] (C)” is
a typical pattern, but it is possible to be “[Shift] [A]
(Shift) (A) [B] [C] (B) (C)”. “[]” shows key which is
pressed and “()”shows key which is released. Users have
to type exactly the same sequence to be verified by the
system. Non-negative interkey time measurement comes
after this pressed-released key sequence verification.
Statistical approaches
⎧1 if Prob(| Z j |) > 0.975
Aj = ⎨
⎩ 0 otherwise

if
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∑A
j =1

j

> Round (.05 × (2n − 1))

 Adapted method for decreasing type I error (EI)
approach Both PMAS approach and CAV approach
may give high type I error, so this approach accepts the
user if PMAS approach or CAV approach accepts the
user.
 Adapted method for decreasing type II error (EII)
method Both PMAS approach and CAV approach may
give high type II error, so this approach will accept the
user if PMAS approach and CAV approach accept the
user.

then reject user
else accept user
Figure 2 CAV approach
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if Prob( | Z | ) > 0.975
then reject user
else accept user
Figure 3 PMAS approach

 Counting of Abnormal Values approach, CAV
approach is based on assumption that all time values a
user typed should be in 95% confident interval of a
standard normal curve. However, there can be time
values that are not in this interval according to human
error when typing a long password. Thus, the number of
time values which is not in the confident interval, called
abnormal values, is counted. If the number of abnormal
values is more that five percent, this method rejects the
test data. Otherwise, the test data is accepted as a valid
user data. The pseudo code is shown in figure 2.

 Probability of Mean Absolute of Standard score
approach, PMAS approach is based on an assumption
that we should consider overall time values instead of
considering some designated abnormal values. Therefore,
a mean of absolute values of standard scores is used. If
any absolute of standard score is extremely high, it
influences the mean value. If mean of absolute standard
scores is in 95% confident interval, this method accepts

Figure 4 computer program written for study I

 PMAS approach was also adapted using two variable

Results and Discussion
Table 1 False Rejection Rate (FRR)
False Rejection Rate
CAV PMAS
Percentage

EI

EII

Sequence
Error

12.16 31.18 9.02 34.31

8.01

Percentage
(combined with 18.57 35.09 15.84 37.82
Sequence Error)

N/A

Table 2 False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
False Acceptance Rate
CAV PMAS
Percentage
Percentage
(combined with
Sequence Error)

EI

EII

thresholds - outliner threshold (t1) and probability
threshold (t2) as shown in figure 7. To prove that this
model also performed better than the model in study I, t1,
t2 and errors were plotted as shown in figure 8 using data
from user ID 13. It was found that FRR was reduced
from 73.33% to 0%, while FAR was still 0%, where
t1=3.0 and t2= 0.835.
According to figure 6 and 8, if t1, t2 increase, FRR will be
decreased. Unfortunately, as FRR decreases, FAR is
increased. However, there should be optimal t1, t2 that give
the least overall error.
⎧ 1 if prob(z j ) > t1
Aj = ⎨
⎩ 0 otherwise

Sequence
Match

2 n −1

if

∑A
j =1

10.65

5.52 10.85 5.33

76.82

8.18

4.24 8.33 4.09

N/A

j

≥ t2

then reject user
else accept user
Figure 5 revised CAV approach

Firstly, results suggested that error rates could be lowered
because high error rates occurred with some users only.
(Detail data was not shown.)
Passwords are most important factor, as FAR of password
“gggggggg” is nearly 100%. It suggested that keystroke
verification can not well perform with all kinds of
password. However, aim of this work is to enhance security
of overall password verification system, therefore, some
specific cases could be omitted. As implementation
problems that error seems too high and valid users may be
disturbed by the additional system, therefore the good
system should rarely disturb valid users. It means that FRR
of such system should be 0% and FAR can be any value
which as less as possible, depending on user characteristics
and password characteristics.
The results suggested that single constant threshold may
not work well. Thus, keystroke data in study I was
reanalyzed with revised models that can be described as
following.

 CAV approach was adapted using two variable
thresholds - probability threshold (t1) and number of
abnormal values threshold (t2) as shown in figure 5. To
prove that this model can well perform t1, t2 and errors
were plotted as shown in figure 6 using data from user
ID 13. It was found that FRR was reduced from 33.33%
to 0%, while FAR was increased from 0% to 1.67%,
where t1=2 and t2= 0.990.

Figure 6 error rates of revised CAV
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then reject user
else accept user
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Figure 7 revised PMAS approach

1

i. CAV approach
t1 ∈ {0.750, 0.755, 0.800, ... , 0.995}
t2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, ... , number of pressed keys/2}
ii. PMAS approach
t1 ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, ... , 2.6}
t2 ∈ {0.750, 0.755, 0.800, ... , 0.995}
The revised approaches were tested using 16 combinations
varying in sample size, statistical approaches, and adaptive
approaches. “I” denotes that a new attempt was instantly
updated to a profile. “A” denotes that only an accepted
attempt was updated to a profile as showed in table 3.

Figure 8 error rates of revised PMAS
For these statistical approaches, EI and EII approaches
depend on elementary two approaches, so further study
should focus on elementary two approaches and other
factors that may affect efficiency of them. Factors that
should be considered in further study are number of
attempts used to train system, profile updating, and
duration of users’ participate in the research.
Nonetheless, keystroke measurement in this study
performed in Microsoft Windows based environment which
may not yield high accuracy as MS-DOS based
environment. Most of previous research had used MS-DOS
based program to collect their keystroke data. Therefore, in
the next study, MS-DOS based program was written for
preferred results.

3.

Study II

Results in study I suggested that there were rooms for
improvement. Therefore, statistical approaches and
measurement technique were adapted in this study as
following.
 Pressed Key sequence
Pressed-Released Key sequence in study I was reduced
to pressed key sequence, due to its high error rate. This
technique stored and verified only pressed keys, so it
may reduce sequence error.
 Statistical approaches It was found that single constant
threshold value may not work effectively in keystroke
verification. Therefore, the revised models were
proposed as shown in figure 5 and figure 7. Revised
models which used two threshold values (t1 and t2)
needed threshold selection technique. For a number of
trained data, t1 and t2 have to give maximum number of
acceptance of trained data. First minimize t2 then,
minimize t1. Exhaustive search technique was performed
to get t1 and t2.

Figure 9 computer program written for study II

Table 3 Experimental Diagram
Data size
Statistical
Approaches
Profile
Update
methods

30

40

50

60

CAV

PMAS

CAV

PMAS

CAV

PMAS

CAV

PMAS

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Results and Discussion
According to table 4, user ID 1, 6, and 14 used only
number as their passwords, thus it is obviously found that
their error rate are higher than other users. Accepted
attempt - profile updating always gave more error than
instant profile updating, due to changing in user typing
pattern.
Results were shown here obtained from different statistical
approaches, and numbers of trained data. It suggests that
trained data size and statistical method that yield the best
result vary from user to user.

varied from day to day. In other words, the longer duration,
the more errors are expected. Results were in agreement
with the hypothesis stating that there were correlations
between errors and relevant factors.

Table 4 Minimum overall error for each user
ID

Password
length

1
2
3
5
6
7
14
15
16
18
20

10
7
8
6
5
8
6
8
11
7
8
7.64

X

Minimum
overall error
A
I
20.96
7.14
5.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.91
1.82
33.33 10.79
18.46
1.82
17.88
8.78
40.00 20.00
0.00
0.00
22.00
3.33
12.50
4.00
16.52
5.24

Password
416925342
rujcdh;
deardean
may290
12345
m^;yoo6
281242
dkiditme
magicaddict
2276pnr
kansinee

FAR and password length has a correlation coefficient of .232 (at α=.01). It showed that as password length increases,
FAR tends to reduce. Therefore, the greater password
length resulted in more secure system. On the other hand,
FRR and password length had no significant correlation.
Therefore, system tended to give a constant FRR, as
discussed in study I, preferred system should give
minimum FRR which does not depend on password.
Results were in agreement with hypothesis stating that type
I error can be minimized independently on any arbitrary
password.

4.

Novel keystroke verification approaches were proposed
based on statistical methods. Two elementary approaches
and two combined approaches were examined using their
error rates. Error rates in study I were reduced in study II
using two revised elementary approaches.

Table 5 Pearson Correlations
PWDL
PWDL ρ

FRR

FAR

FAR

OVR

.029 (**)-.232

.

.045

.704

.002

.073

N

176

176

172

176

172

ρ

-.137

(*).151

1 (*).195

.092 (**).205

Sig.

.045

.

.010

.226

.007

N

176

176

172

176

172

ρ

.029 (*).195

1

.049 (**).742

Sig.

.704

.010

.

.519

.000

N

172

172

172

172

172

ρ

(**)-.232

.092

.049

1 (**).706

.002

.226

.519

.

.000

176

176

172

176

172

-.137 (**).205 (**).742 (**).706

1

Sig.
N

OVR

FRR

1 (*).151

Sig.

DUR

DUR

ρ

Conclusions

Sig.

.073

.007

.000

.000

.

N

172

172

172

172

172

(*) Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
(**) Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
PWDL – Password length (including shift key)
DUR – Duration of participation in the research (day)
FRR – False Rejection Rate (%)
FAR – False Acceptance Rate (%)
OVR – Overall Error Rate (%)

Duration of participation in the study and password length
were considered against errors. Table 5 showed Pearson
correlations between errors and corresponding factors.
Duration of participation in the study and FRR has a
correlation coefficient of .195 (at α=.05). It also correlated
with overall error rate and gave a correlation coefficient
of .205 (at α=.01). This suggested that user typing pattern

The prime goal of this research was to develop a
verification technique that can be instantly installed in
conventional systems, in order to prevent interference with
the normal activity of valid users. FRR was minimized in
study II and it did not depend on a password length. On the
contrary, FAR depended on password length. It suggested
that effect on valid user was minimized.
Password is still the main subject that is relevant to error.
Some passwords cannot give promising results in
keystroke verification. Similar to conventional verification
technique, a password such as “ggggggg” or “1234” is not
appropriate for providing security. However, keystroke
verification can slightly improve security even in this
scenario.
The minimum overall error rate or best case was 5.24%,
despite there being many passwords such as “1234”. This
minimum overall error rate showed promising results
which indicated that these statistical approaches could be
implemented as a complement to the conventional system.
However, further study should be conducted. First of all,
selection technique for approach combinations is needed to
be developed. Effect of variation from day to day should be
decreased to be a constant. Nonetheless, two thresholds
values in CAV approach may be further delineated in to a
value and a vector.
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